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Abstract

The Court of the Astana International Financial Center is a new dispute resolution initiative meant to attract investors in much the same way as it has been done in the case of the courts and arbitration mechanisms of similar financial centers in the Persian Gulf. This paper examines such initiatives from a comparative perspective, focusing on their Private International Law aspects such as jurisdiction, applicable law and recognition and enforcement of judgments and arbitration awards. The paper concludes that their success, especially in the case of the younger courts, will depend on the ability to build harmonious relationships with the domestic courts of each host country.
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1 Introduction

In May 2015, the former President of Kazakhstan, Nursultan Nazarbayev, announced the creation of the Astana International Financial Centre (AIFC), which was officially launched in July 2018. The AIFC is an area within the city of Astana where ‘a special legal regime in the financial sphere’ applies. The AIFC could be classified as an offshore financial centre (OFC). Although the International Monetary Fund (IMF) has admitted that ‘[i]t has proven difficult to define an OFC using a widely-accepted description’, it also refers to them as ‘any financial center where offshore activity takes place’. ‘Offshore finance is, at its simplest, the provision of financial services by banks and other agents to non-residents.’ The AIFC could also be classified as a financial free zone, that is an entity with only a very small or nominal territory and whose goal is mainly the provision of offshore corporate and financial services.

As part of the AIFC, the AIFC Court and the International Arbitration Center of the AIFC (IAC) have also been created. Nine English judges have been hired, the president being the renowned Lord Woolf, former Lord Chief Justice of England and Wales, who also has extensive experience in similar dispute resolution projects, such as the Court of the Qatar Financial Center. The AIFC is also one of Nazarbayev’s ‘100 steps’ and part of his ‘2050 Strategy’ for the strengthening of Kazakhstan’s legal system and the diversification of its economy, which is heavily dependent on its wealth of natural resources. The OECD or the American Chamber of Commerce have consistently called for solutions to the climate of corruption and disrespect for the rule of law in the country, although they also see that progress is being made. Anti-bribery campaigns, projects to create special investment courts, to provide better
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1. Art. 1, Constitutional Statute of the Republic of Kazakhstan on the Astana International Financial Centre, n. 438-V ZRK, 7 December 2005 (amended in 2017) (AIFC Constitutional Statute). The founding legal instruments of these financial centres are originally drafted in Arabic, Kazakh or Russian, and an unofficial translation into English is then provided by the financial centres themselves. Here, only references to the English translations are made. Laws and regulations made by the legislative and regulatory bodies of each financial centre, as well as their case law, are only in English or in English and Arabic. They can be found in the specific database of each centre’s website, indicated below.
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5. Infra, nn. 20-22.
6. Available at: https://aifc-court.kz/legislation. So far, only one case has been filed before the Court of the AIFC, which will be heard by the AIFC Small Claims Tribunal.
7. Available at: https://aifc-iac.kz/.
training for judges and law enforcers,11 a new but still imperfect Arbitration Law12 and now the AIFC may all be part of this effort. The ‘100 Steps’ expressly mention that the AIFC is to be modelled on the Dubai International Financial Center (DIFC, established in the United Arab Emirates (UAЕ) in 200413), whose own dispute resolution system has served as the model for the AIFC and the IAC. The DIFC has also influenced the creation of similar OFCs such as the Qatar Financial Center (QFC, established in Qatar in 200514) and the Abu Dhabi Global Market (ADGM, established in UAE in 201315). A comparison between the AIFC dispute resolution mechanisms and those of its Persian Gulf predecessors may highlight the AIFC’s advantages and deficiencies and may also help to predict its future success or failure. Concerning terminology, AIFC and DIFC courts are ‘offshore courts’ because they are established in an ‘offshore jurisdiction’ such as the AIFC or the DIFC and also because the use of such terminology helps to distinguish them from ‘onshore courts’, that is, the domestic courts of their host country, namely Kazakhstan and the UAE, respectively.16 However, the term ‘offshore courts’ is also often used simply to refer to the domestic courts of places like Bermuda or the British Virgin Islands, because those jurisdictions are OFCs in their own right.17

2 Normative and Administrative Framework

The legal system of the AIFC, as well as that of the other centres, consists of laws and regulations produced by the legislative and regulatory authorities of the host country as well as of laws and regulations made by the legislative and regulatory bodies of the centres themselves.18

First, state domestic legislation creates the financial centres and describes their basic goals, structure and management. Reference has already been made to the Constitutional Statute establishing the AIFC.19 In the case of the DIFC and ADGM, several federal norms first opened the possibility to set up financial free zones in each of the emirates20 and then specific legislation – federal and of each emirate – created two financial centres, one in Dubai21 and then one in Abu Dhabi.22 In Qatar a law created the QFC in 2005.23

The founding legislation commonly provides for the existence of several bodies such as boards of directors, management councils and financial authorities, as well as the courts and the arbitration centres, which are autonomous and where the Chief Justice and the head of the arbitration centre play a pre-eminent role. There are also registrars with case management functions. In some centres there are judges specifically appointed for the enforcement of judgments and court orders.24

There is also a Small Claims Court or Division for disputes under a certain amount: US$100,000 in the case of the DIFC and ADGM and US$150,000 in the case of the AIFC. In the case of the DIFC, all dispute resolution services are under the umbrella of the DIFC Dispute Resolution Authority, which comprises the DIFC Courts, the DIFC-LCIA Arbitration Center, the DIFC Academy of Law and the Will & Probate Registry.25

In the case of the QFC there is also a Regulatory Tribunal that decides appeals against decisions made by QFC administrative bodies.26 In the other centres, jurisdiction for these kinds of ‘internal’ administrative law disputes is conferred on the offshore courts themselves, along with their general jurisdiction for civil and commercial claims. In all cases there is a first instance court or circuit and a court of appeal, with the additional possibility of creating different divisions within the courts (e.g. an employment division in the ADGM Courts).27

ADGM Courts are modelled on Scotland’s Court of Sessions, so that ADGM judges can sit in both the Court of First Instance and in the Court of Appeal, as

13. 100 Steps (Step 24); DIFC, available at: https://www.difccourts.ae/about-courts/legal-framework/.
18. Supra nn. 1, 5, 6, and 12-15.
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25. Art. 8 DIFC Law.
27. Rule 3, ADGM Divisions and Jurisdiction (Court of First Instance) Rules of 2015 (ADGM Court Rules).
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required, with the prohibition that they may not sit on appeal from their own first instance judgment.\textsuperscript{28} AIFC Courts are not a part of the judicial system of Kazakhstan.\textsuperscript{29} However, the Constitution of Kazakhstan does not seem to allow for any ‘parallel’ judicial system where it indicates that ‘The judicial system of the Republic shall be established by the Constitution of the Republic and the constitutional law. The establishment of special and extraordinary courts under any name shall not be allowed’.\textsuperscript{30} A recent amendment to the constitution allows for a special financial regime in the AIFC but does not mention the AIFC Court as such.\textsuperscript{31} Similarly, the creation of the DIFC and ADGM also needed a reform of the UAE Federal Constitution.\textsuperscript{32} Some Kazakhstani academics question the constitutionality of the AIFC legal regime.\textsuperscript{33} However, giving the dubious separation of powers in Kazakhstan and the amount of resources and prestige invested by its government, there may be little risk that a ‘moot technicality’ will affect the functioning of the AIFC, at least for the time being.

3 Subject-Matter Jurisdiction

All of the courts examined here have jurisdiction in ‘civil and commercial’ matters.\textsuperscript{34} Concerning the AIFC, its Constitutional Statute may shed some light on this expression by clarifying that AIFC bodies have legislative jurisdiction for the following kinds of relationships among the different types of AIFC bodies, participants and their employees: civil relationships; civil procedural relationships; financial relationships; administrative procedures.\textsuperscript{35} However, as in the case of the ADGM, family disputes seem to be excluded.\textsuperscript{36} The four courts also have jurisdiction in employment disputes between employees and the centres’ business establishments they work for.\textsuperscript{37} Prior to an amendment of Article 5 of the DIFC Judicial Authority Law, introduced by Dubai Law No. 5 of 2017, it was unclear whether the DIFC Courts had jurisdiction in employment disputes.\textsuperscript{38}

Jurisdiction in criminal matters is also excluded from all the courts.\textsuperscript{39} This exclusion may significantly reduce the usefulness of the AIFC Court because it is in the context of tax and administrative law-related criminal proceedings in Kazakhstan that many investors’ complaints materialise. It is not unheard of that relatively minor accounting differences are treated as serious accusations of accounting fraud where employees of foreign companies risk going to jail. It is not atypical, either, that violations of subsoil use or of environmental regulations are used as a means to put pressure on investors, in contract renegotiations with the government.\textsuperscript{40} Nevertheless, the AIFC Court and the other three courts have the jurisdiction to interpret the laws enacted within each centre and to rule on the scope of their jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{41} The only case found regarding jurisdiction in cases of a mixed nature – from the ADGM Courts – abstrains from giving a solution.\textsuperscript{42}

4 General Jurisdiction over AIFC ‘Centre Participants’

The jurisdiction of the AIFC Court depends on whether the parties are established within or licensed by the financial centre and on whether the dispute arises out of activities carried out within the AIFC and regulated by AIFC law. The jurisdiction of the other offshore courts – especially the DIFC – is broader and focuses on whether contracts are performed within each financial centre and on whether there is at least one party to the dispute established within the centre. Additionally, the courts may also have jurisdiction under choice of court agreements. The laws and regulations of the centres also commonly include final catch-all provisions granting jurisdiction if any other future law or regulation of each centre so indicates. AIFC rules grant ‘exclusive jurisdiction’ where all the parties to the dispute are either AIFC Participants, a managing body of the center and/or foreign employees,\textsuperscript{43} regardless of where the contract is made; where
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the place of performance of the contractual obligation is, within or without the AIFC; and also regardless of whether such dispute deals with the kind of services and activities for which the center was founded. In the absence of a submission agreement, disputes between an AIFC Participant and a non-AIFC Participant seem to be excluded unless they fall within one of the other heads of jurisdiction, as explained below.

The AIFC Court Regulations only mention ‘foreign employees’ under this head of general jurisdiction, so that disputes involving employees who are nationals of Kazakhstan seem to fall solely within the jurisdiction of the onshore courts.

The grant of ‘exclusive jurisdiction’ – terminology also used by the DIFC rules – may reinforce the idea that the domestic courts of Kazakhstan cannot intervene in disputes where all parties are AIFC Center Participants and also in cases where the dispute relates to operations carried out within the AIFC and that are regulated by the law of the AIFC or, finally, where the parties have chosen the AIFC Courts.

For the purposes of jurisdiction, who the Center Participants are may be a little confusing because the English translation of the AIFC Constitutional Statute, – originally drafted in Russian – defines them as “legal entities incorporated pursuant to the Acting law of the AIFC and legal entities recognized by the AIFC” whereas the AIFC Glossary, – drafted in English –, defines them as “legal entities incorporated pursuant to the Acting law of the Center, and other legal entities accredited by the Center”.

A reading of the remaining normative instruments may help to understand that Center Participants are legal entities incorporated under the law of the AIFC, as well as branches and representative offices of entities incorporated in Kazakhstan or abroad but that have received a commercial licence or ‘order’ to operate within the AIFC, such as authorised firms, authorised market institutions, ancillary service providers or recognised non-AIFC members.

5 Specific Jurisdiction for Disputes Arising out of Operations Within the Centres

AIFC rules grant exclusive jurisdiction to AIFC Courts in disputes relating to ‘operations carried out in the AIFC and regulated by the law’ of the centre. Regarding which type of ‘operations’ can be carried out within the AIFC and, therefore, be the subject matter of these claims, the AIFC Constitutional Statute indicates that the AIFC’s purpose is to develop a market with respect to securities, insurance, banking, Islamic finance, financial technologies, electronic commerce and ‘innovative projects’, as well as financial and professional services. Activities such as real estate and precious metals are also mentioned in the AIFC Glossary. Significantly, given the important extracting industry of Kazakhstan, activities related to the oil and extracting industries are not mentioned.

For the purpose of clarifying their scope of application, the Financial Services Framework Regulations indicate that ‘[a] Person will be deemed to be carrying on activities in the AIFC’ if ‘that Person is a Center Participant and the day-to-day management of those activities (even if those activities are undertaken in whole or in part from outside the AIFC) is the responsibility of the Center Participant in its capacity as such; or that Person’s head office is outside the AIFC but the activity is carried on from a branch maintained by it in the AIFC; or the activities are conducted in circumstances that are deemed to amount to activities carried on in the AIFC...’. Operations ‘regulated by the law of the AIFC’ probably do not mean the same as ‘regulated activities’ – investments, insurance, etc. – which are dealt with separately and for which a special authorisation is needed and specific regulations provided. Regulated by the law of the AIFC may be taken to mean that the activity or operation that is the subject matter of the dispute must be governed or regulated by any laws or regulations made by the AIFC legislative or regulatory bodies, including the AIFC Constitutional Statute, although this is actually a law of Kazakhstan.

Operations ‘regulated by the law of the AIFC’ probably do not mean, either, that the contract itself must be governed by AIFC law, in a contractual dispute. The AIFC has its own contract law, but, in a financial transaction between AIFC Participants and non-AIFC Participants, the parties may well have chosen English law to govern their contract, while, at the same time, the financial operation itself may be subject to different AIFC regulations, financial or otherwise, in which case the AIFC Courts would have jurisdiction, even though they will apply English law to the rights and obligations of the parties under the contract.

Furthermore, depending on the extraterritorial reach of AIFC legislation, there may be cases where the operation may have taken place outside the AIFC, while at the same time being effectively ‘regulated by the law of the AIFC’. However, the AIFC Court probably would not have jurisdiction in such cases because the operation must be carried out in the AIFC and be regulated by AIFC law.

44. Art. 26 AIFC Court Regulations.
45. AIFC Glossary, AIFC Act No. FR0017 of 2018 (Centre Participant).
46. See AIFC Glossary for these terms.
47. Art. 13.1 AIFC Constitutional Statute; Art. 26.1.b) AIFC Court Regulations.
48. Art. 2 AIFC Constitutional Statute.
49. AIFC Glossary (Designated Non-Financial Business and Profession).
52. AIFC Contract Regulations, AIFC Regulations No. 3 of 2017.
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The AIFC Contract Regulations themselves provide for yet another head of jurisdiction. These Regulations ‘govern contracts made between AIFC Participants, AIFC Bodies and AIFC Participants, and AIFC Bodies, unless otherwise expressly provided in a contract’, and ‘[a]ny contract governed by these Regulations is subject to the jurisdiction of the Court unless otherwise expressly provided in a contract’. However, if there is at least one party to the contract who is not an AIFC Participant or AIFC Body, the Contract Regulations do not apply and, in the absence of an express choice of the AIFC Contract Regulations or a choice of the AIFC Courts, the latter would not have jurisdiction.

Therefore, a contract between two AIFC Participants may be subject to the jurisdiction of the AIFC Court, regardless of whether the ‘operation’ is carried out within the AIFC. Additionally, the AIFC Court may have jurisdiction where the only link to the AIFC is the parties’ choice of the AIFC Contract Regulations, regardless of their being AIFC Participants, unless the parties have submitted to the jurisdiction of another court.

Regarding the conjunction ‘and’ in the sentence ‘operations carried out in the AIFC and regulated by the law’ of the AIFC, it is also possible to imagine business operations that are carried out within the AIFC but that are not necessarily regulated by AIFC law (e.g. a cafeteria located inside the AIFC) and, conversely, there may be operations that are regulated by AIFC law but where all or part of its elements may not take place within the financial centre (e.g. a securities transaction where the depositary of the securities is located in Luxemburg). Therefore, ‘and’ probably means that both conditions must be met and that there are not two different heads of jurisdiction.

The jurisdiction rules of the AIFC Court indicate that the reference to ‘disputes’ also includes ‘incidences’, which may grant the Court jurisdiction for tort claims, as long as the ‘incidence’ is also ‘regulated by the law of the AIFC’. The AIFC Regulations on Obligations regulate tort liability and are applicable ‘in the jurisdiction of the AIFC’. This expression does not seem to be very helpful in those cases where it is difficult to determine whether all or any of the elements of the tort have taken place inside or outside of the centre.

Finally, although the AIFC jurisdiction rules clearly have in mind legal entities as parties to civil proceedings before the AIFC Court, natural persons – and not just employees in employment disputes – may also be parties in civil and commercial disputes in their capacity as corporate officials of a Participant, individual registered auditors, individual lawyers or also as individual entrepreneurs.

The jurisdiction of the DIFC Court of First Instance is broader than that of the AIFC. It suffices that the DIFC itself or any of its bodies or any Center Establishment or Center Licensed Establishment is a party to the claim. Disputes where only one of the parties is either an entity incorporated within the DIFC or a licensed branch of a business incorporated elsewhere fall under the jurisdiction of the DIFC Courts, unless the parties have opted out. However, the doctrine of forum non conveniens may operate where there are no sufficient connections between the claim and the centre.

The jurisdiction of the DIFC Court also encompasses claims ‘arising from or related to’ contracts made, concluded, carried out or supposed to be carried out, in whole or in part, within the DIFC, in accordance with the explicit or implicit terms of the contract and regardless of whether any of the parties to the contract is established within the DIFC. This provision does not add – as the AIFC rules do – that such contracts must be regulated by the law of the DIFC.

DIFC Courts will also have jurisdiction for claims ‘arising out of or relating to any incident or transaction which has been wholly or partly performed within [the] DIFC and is related to DIFC activities’. For instance, the DIFC Courts would have jurisdictions for disputes arising out of torts or donations, provided that the place of the causal event or the place where the donation is made is within the DIFC and the tort or the donation is somehow related to the financial or ancillary activities for which the centre was founded.

QFC Courts have jurisdiction for any kind of civil and commercial disputes between business entities established within the QFC, regardless of the place of performance of the contractual obligation; between QFC management bodies and businesses established within the QFC, and between entities established within the centre and individual residents of Qatar or entities established in Qatar but outside the QFC, unless there is an express submission to other courts.

QFC Courts also have jurisdiction for civil and commercial disputes between business entities established within the QFC ‘and contractors therewith’, that is, any individual or legal entity with which an entity established in the QFC enters into a contract and that does not fall into any of the categories in the other paragraphs.

53. Art. 7 AIFC Contract Regulations.
54. Art. 5, AIFC Regulations on Obligations, No. 16 of 2017.
58. Art. 5.A.1.c, DIFC Judicial Authority Law.
Therefore, as in the case of the DIFC, the QFC Court will have jurisdiction to hear claims where only one of the parties is established within the centre, without regard to whether the contract deals with the activities of the QFC.  

Finally, QFC Courts also have jurisdiction for disputes between business entities established within the QFC ‘and employees thereof’, that is, employment disputes between QFC establishments and the expats working for them. However, if an employee files an employment claim before the QFC’s Employment Standard’s Office, he cannot appeal the Office’s decision before the QFC Court.  

The Court of First Instance of the ADGM has jurisdiction in ‘civil and commercial disputes arising out of or relating to a contract or a transaction conducted in whole or in part in the Global Market or to an incident that occurred in the Global Market’, unless they opt out of the jurisdiction. Therefore, the place where the parties to the dispute are established does not seem to play a role.

6 Express Submission

Choice of court agreements are also a common basis of jurisdiction, regardless of whether the parties to the agreement are centre participants or are licensed to operate in each of the centres. This may indeed prove useful for those foreign investors that are already established in the host country and/or have business dealings with local entities owned or related to the host government, because such entities may be willing or allowed to submit to the jurisdiction of these ‘local’ offshore courts, but not to the jurisdiction of foreign courts or arbitration tribunals, without due authorisation. Although the AIFC Court Regulations grant jurisdiction for ‘disputes transferred […] by agreement of the parties’, they add that ‘[t]he Court shall consider the express accord of the parties to a case that the Court shall have jurisdiction and if the Court considers it desirable or appropriate, it may decline jurisdiction or may refer any proceedings to another Court within the Republic of Kazakhstan’. This seems to grant discretion to the AIFC Court in deciding whether to take jurisdiction if the case is not sufficiently connected with the AIFC. Even more ambiguously, the QFC rules indicate that ‘the Court will take into account the expressed accord of the parties that the Court shall have jurisdiction’.  

DIFC and ADGM rules expressly establish that the submission agreement must be in writing, but nothing is stated about the written form in the case of the AIFC. The DIFC Courts Registry accepts claim forms filed by the parties if accompanied by choice of court agreements with the specific wording provided by a practice direction, subject to the right of the DIFC Courts to rule on their own jurisdiction once the proceedings have commenced. Finally, the defendant’s acknowledgment of service does not make him forfeit his right to dispute the DIFC Court’s jurisdiction, provided that the application to dispute the Court’s jurisdiction is made within a specified period.

7 Applicable Law

One of the issues that have raised more interest is the supposed application of English law within these financial centres. The DIFC has been referred to as a ‘common law oasis in a civil law ocean’. ‘Part-time’ judges from common law jurisdictions have been hired, as in some English-speaking countries of the Caribbean, the style of litigation is clearly adversarial and some traditional common law litigation weapons such as quashing orders, freezing orders or search orders have also been adopted. However, the extent to which English law is actually applied varies significantly from centre to centre.

The provisions concerning the scope of AIFC law and the law to be applied by the AIFC Court are confusing. The procedural law is, basically, the AIFC Court Regulations and AIFC Court Rules, which closely follow the English Civil Procedure Rules. Concerning both the procedural and the substantive law to be applied, the activities of the AIFC Court are governed by the resolution of the Council on the Court of Astana International Financial Centre.
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The AIFC ‘Acting Law’ consists of

[the AIFC] Constitutional Statute; AIFC Acts, which are not inconsistent with this Constitutional Statute and which may be based on the principles, legislation and precedents of the law of England and Wales and the standards of leading global financial centres, adopted by the AIFC Bodies in the exercise of the powers given by this Constitutional Statute; and the Acting Law of the Republic of Kazakhstan, which applies in part to matters not governed by this Constitutional Statute and AIFC Acts.72

Thus, the law of Kazakhstan plays only a residual role, and case law may only ‘guide’ the decisions of the court. In line with the foregoing, the substantive law to be applied by the AIFC Court will therefore be the laws and regulations of the centre, such law as it is agreed on by the parties – unless it is contrary to the public order or public policy of Kazakhstan – or such law as it appears to the Court to be the most appropriate to the facts and circumstances of the dispute.73

The AIFC Regulation on AIFC Acts does help to clarify this issue.74 Generally, Article 40.2 seems to call for the application of AIFC law in regulatory matters; otherwise, in subsidiary order, the applicable law is the law ‘agreed between all the relevant Persons concerned in the matter’, the law of the place ‘most closely related to the facts of and the Persons concerned in the matter’, and the law of Kazakhstan.

The AIFC Regulation on AIFC Acts also indicates that ‘[a]n express choice of a governing law in a contract is effective against all Persons affected by the choice’. Such law governs ‘the existence, validity, effect, interpretation and performance of [the] contract, or any terms of [the] contract, including any requirements as to formalities’. In the absence of an express choice, ‘the contract is governed by the Acting Law of the AIFC’.

The capacity and authority of agents are governed by the applicable law to the contract. The rights and liabilities of the principal in relation to third parties are governed by the applicable law to the contract between the third parties and the agent, if the latter acts on behalf of the principal. There is also a provision on the law applicable to legal subrogation that is taken almost entirely from Article 15 of EU Regulation Rome I.75

The laws applicable in the DIFC are the centre’s own laws and regulations.76 Concerning the law applicable to the merits of a dispute, the DIFC Courts will apply the domestic law expressly chosen by the parties and, in the absence of choice, the DIFC’s internal legislation, especially in regulatory matters and where such legislation is of a mandatory nature. In the absence of specific DIFC laws applicable to the dispute, the laws of England and Wales – or even those of other common law jurisdictions – may be imported, including the possibility to take into consideration rulings from other jurisdictions.77

There have been doubts about the availability of UAE domestic law as the law chosen by the parties in DIFC litigation.78 This may be because the DIFC legal system was established as a separate legal system. But if the DIFC Courts can apply foreign domestic law, there is little reason why UAE law could not be applied too, if chosen by the parties.79

The law chosen by the parties in DIFC litigation shall not be applied where it conflicts with public policy and public morals.80 This reference to public morals – in addition to public policy – turns into a reference to public order in the cases of the QFC81 and the AIFC82 and is probably an honest reminder that customs and traditions in some Muslim countries are different from those of the West.83 Despite the fact that these centres are meant to attract many foreign employees and their corresponding families, the black letter of the law does not seem to provide for any accommodations for such an additional multicultural population. An express choice of law may also be disregarded if it is contrary to DIFC overriding mandatory rules, such as those with regulatory content.84

The ADGM provides for a general application of the law of England and Wales within the centre, ‘as it stands from time to time’, including English rules of equity.85 Nevertheless, this daring incorporation of a whole for-

---

70. This resolution does not seem to be available; available at: https://aifc.kz/management/main.
71. Art. 13.5 and Art. 13.6 AIFC Constitutional Statute.
72. Art. 4.1 AIFC Constitutional Statute.
73. Art. 13.6 AIFC Constitutional Statute and Art. 29 AIFC Court Regulations.
75. Ibid., Arts. 45 and 46.
76. Art. 13.1 DIFC Law.
77. Art. 8, DIFC Law 3 of 2004; Arts. 7.2, 8, 9 and 10, DIFC Law 10 of 2005; Art. 30, DIFC Law 10 of 2004 (DIFC Court Law) and Art. 6 DIFC Judicial Authority Law; Alustath, above n. 38, at 136-45.
79. Alustath, above n. 38, at 141.
80. Art. 6 DIFC Judicial Authority Law.
81. Art. 11.1 QFC Court Rules.
82. Art. 29 AIFC Court Regulations.
83. Art. 7 of the UAE Federal Constitution provides that Sharia law is the ‘main source of legislation in the UAE’; Art. 12 DIFC Law 9 of 2004 (prohibition of ‘products and goods carrying inscriptions, drawings, trademarks or signs considered to contradict religious teachings and beliefs or public morals’).
84. Alustath, above n. 38, at 142-43.
85. Arts. 1 and 3 ADGM Application of English Law Regulations of 2015.
eign legal system is subject to many qualifications. English law is meant to be applied ‘so far as it is applicable to the circumstances of the’ ADGM, ‘subject to any modifications as those circumstances require’, ‘subject to any amendment thereof’ made by the laws of the ADGM and notwithstanding any changes made to the law of England after the enactment of ADGM regulations. Such changes will be applicable in the centre only once there is an express incorporation of each new English law into the legal system of the ADGM. Any contradictions between English law and the laws and regulations of the ADGM must be resolved in favour of the latter. Nothing is expressly said about choice of law agreements. However, it may be implied that English rules on choice of law agreements – including, for as long as the UK is part of the EU, any specific EU rules on this matter – are also applicable.

The founding law of the QFC indicates that the laws on this matter – are also applicable.

Concerning the status of foreign law and the procedure to prove it in court, the DIFC Court Rules provide that the party intending to put in evidence a finding on a question of non-DIFC law must give prior notice specifying the question on which the finding was made. The notice must indicate whether there is going to be expert evidence on foreign law or, in certain cases, for filing judicial decisions where such point of law has been heard in application of foreign law.

Concerning the status of foreign law and the procedure to prove it in court, the DIFC Court Rules provide that the party intending to put in evidence a finding on a question of non-DIFC law must give prior notice specifying the question on which the finding was made. The notice must indicate whether there is going to be expert evidence on foreign law or, in certain cases, for filing judicial decisions where such point of law has been heard in application of foreign law.

8 Recognition and Enforcement of Judgments and Other Judicial Decisions

An AIFC enforcement judge, in accordance with AIFC law, enforces judgments, orders and directions of the AIFC Court within the AIFC. The AIFC Court ‘may issue rules or practice directions for the further enforcement of other judgments and arbitration awards’ so one should expect that new guidelines and/or agreements with domestic or foreign courts will be issued in the future, for the purpose of recognition and enforcement, as in the case of the other centres. In fact, the AIFC Court is already a member of SIFoCC (Standing International Forum of Commercial Courts), which may facilitate recognition and enforcement by means of memoranda of understanding (MoUs) and informal arrangements.

Enforcement of AIFC decisions in the territory of Kazakhstan is to be done ‘in the same way and on the same terms’ as decisions of the ‘onshore’ courts. Parties must first apply for an ‘execution order’ from the AIFC Court and then translate the decision into Russian or Kazakh. The AIFC Court has already concluded an MoU with the Republican Chamber of Private Bailiffs in charge of enforcing rulings from domestic courts. A legal reform is said to be in progress at the Senate of Kazakhstan, which would simply include the AIFC Court among the list of courts whose decisions and orders are to be enforced by such bailiffs, in accordance with domestic legislation. Despite this future legal reform, there may still be difficulties in the enforcement process, especially if the AIFC Court grants remedies that are unknown in the legal system of Kazakhstan.

Decisions of the domestic courts of Kazakhstan ‘are to be enforced in the AIFC in accordance with [the] legislation’ of Kazakhstan. This provision may simply mean that Kazakhstani judgments will have the same effects within the AIFC that they have in the rest of Kazakhstan. It probably does not mean that the AIFC Court has to apply the domestic Code of Civil Procedure in these cases. It may also be an announcement of future domestic legislation concerning enforcement of AIFC Court decisions, or it may even be taken as a grant of jurisdiction to the ‘onshore’ courts in certain matters pertaining to enforcement, parallel litigation or res judicata issues.

Little is said about the recognition and enforcement of foreign judgments within the AIFC or about recogni-
This provision seems to guarantee the recognition and enforcement of foreign court judgments abroad, other than the possibility to obtain a certified copy of the AIFC judgment. With respect to enforcement abroad, it is significant that the AIFC Court is expressly excluded from the domestic judicial system of the host country because the architects of the AIFC could have done otherwise and because they have not followed the example of the DIFC in this specific point. This may mean that parties to AIFC Court proceedings cannot avail themselves of the very few treaties on recognition to which Kazakhstan is a party – mostly with Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) countries – and that are applicable by Kazakhstani courts.

If AIFC Court judgments cannot be characterised as judgments of a court of the Republic of Kazakhstan, not only may the aforementioned treaties not apply, but it is fair to ask whether, whenever AIFC Court judgments travel abroad, the country where recognition is sought may be able to apply its own internal provisions on recognition based on reciprocity because such provisions are commonly applicable to judgments issued by courts belonging to the judiciary of some country.

AIFC Court judgments – as opposed to IAC arbitral awards – cannot be characterised as arbitral awards, either, for the purposes of recognition under the New York Convention (NYCV), because the AIFC Courts are not arbitration tribunals. Submission to arbitration always needs an agreement of the parties – the AIFC Court may have jurisdiction without a choice of court agreement – and the parties to arbitration are the ones who appoint the arbitrators even if, under the NYCV, the term ‘arbitral awards’ includes ‘those made by permanent arbitral bodies’.

Even if Kazakhstan itself has denied the AIFC Courts their status as domestic courts, courts of third countries may take the view that the AIFC Courts are, after all, a judiciary body of a sovereign nation, with the same attributes as any other judiciary body, so that its rulings may be afforded the status of foreign judgments, for the purposes of recognition. A sovereign state may divide its territory internally any way it deems fit and may set up specialised adjudicatory bodies if it so wishes, while at the same time remaining a single political and legal unity, vis à vis the outside world.

Furthermore, ‘[i]f an international treaty ratified by the Republic of Kazakhstan provides rules different to those provided by the [AIFC] Constitutional Statute, the rules of the international treaty must be applied’. This provision seems to guarantee the recognition and enforcement of foreign judgments and foreign arbitral awards within the AIFC, in accordance with the treaties ratified by Kazakhstan, but not vice versa, that is, the AIFC Court will have to act as a municipal court of Kazakhstan for the purposes of enforcing foreign court rulings inside the AIFC, but the recognition of AIFC Court decisions outside Kazakhstan may not benefit from those same treaties.

Finally, regardless of the nature and status of decisions made by the AIFC Court or by the arbitration panels of the IAC, the AIFC is clearly within and part of the territory of the Republic of Kazakhstan and under its full sovereignty, so if a judgment debtor has assets anywhere within that territory – including the AIFC – a foreign judgment creditor should be able to avail itself of the benefits of a valid and applicable treaty on recognition or of any future unilateral rules on recognition that are introduced in the legal system of the AIFC. As with any other country, Kazakhstan is bound by its international obligations with respect to its entire territory, ‘unless a different intention appears from [a] treaty’. Furthermore, the domestic courts and other state bodies of Kazakhstan retain some residual jurisdiction over individuals and legal entities established within the AIFC with respect, for instance, to administrative and criminal matters.

This understanding of AIFC Courts as part of the judiciary of Kazakhstan may be reinforced by the fact that its budget derives from public state funds, as in the case of the other offshore courts. All this may indicate that the AIFC and the AIFC Court should not be seen as completely detached from the legal system of the host country. The recognition and enforcement rules of the DIFC have been more tested in practice. The DIFC Courts, the courts of Dubai, other government bodies of the UAE and foreign judiciary bodies have signed several agreements, protocols, MoUs or memoranda of guidance (MoGs). Although recognition and enforcement on the basis of MoGs seem to be effective, their legal nature remains an issue. For instance, the MoG between the Supreme Court of Kazakhstan and the DIFC Courts provides that ‘it has no binding legal effect’ and that ‘[i]t does not constitute a treaty or act’.

Enforcement of offshore judgments within the DIFC is also entrusted to a DIFC enforcement judge and is done entirely in accordance with the centre’s internal laws and court rules.

101. Rule 30.11 AIFC Court Rules.
103. Art. 1.2 NYCV.
104. Art. 4.4, AIFC Constitutional Statute.
106. Supra, n. 35.
107. Available at: https://www.difccourts.ae/courts-programmes/protocols-and-memorandums-of-understanding/.
110. Art. 7.1 DIFC Judicial Authority Law; Part 45 DIFC Court Rules.
For the purposes of enforcement of DIFC Court judgments in Dubai, the judgment or judicial order must be final and executable, translated into Arabic and certified by the DIFC Courts. The enforcing party must obtain an execution letter from the DIFC Courts, addressed to the Chief Justice of Dubai; he must then file an application for enforcement to an execution judge of the ‘onshore’ Dubai courts, together with the execution letter and the official translation. The execution judge of the Dubai courts will deal with any challenges to the enforcement, but he may not reconsider the merits of the claim. Enforcement will be carried out in accordance with the procedural law of Dubai, as if they were judgments or orders issued by the onshore courts of Dubai.111 Dubai onshore courts also enforce DIFC interim orders such as freezing orders but, so far, not search orders.112

Enforcement of DIFC judgments in other UAE emirates is governed by UAE procedural law, which provides that the competent execution judge of Dubai will refer the DIFC judgment or order to the execution judge of the territory of the UAE where enforcement is sought. This latter execution judge of another emirate is competent for any procedural objections raised and will transfer to the execution judge of Dubai any property received as a result of the execution sale. It is not fully clear whether, in practice, DIFC courts can submit DIFC judgments directly to the final UAE execution judge outside Dubai.113

Since DIFC Courts are part of the Dubai judicial system, their judgments and orders profit from those recognition treaties to which the UAE is a party.114 The DIFC Courts can also be used as a ‘conduit jurisdiction’, so that recognition of foreign judgments and arbitral awards can be made within the DIFC and under DIFC law, for the purpose of enforcing them later on in Dubai or the UAE, but outside the DIFC.115

A further mechanism for the enforcement of DIFC Court judgments is that parties who have either submitted to the jurisdiction of the DIFC Courts or whose dispute falls, for any other reason, under the jurisdiction of DIFC Courts can agree – before or after a DIFC judgment has been issued – ‘that any dispute arising out of or in connection with the non-payment of any money judgment given by the DIFC Courts may, at the option of the judgment creditor, be referred to arbitration under the Arbitration Rules of the DIFC-LCIA Arbitration Center’.116 This allows the enforcing party in DIFC litigation to transform its DIFC judgment into a DIFC-LCIA arbitration award, so as to have it recognised and enforced under the more favourable NYCV, to which many more countries are a party.

Alustath is sceptical about this last possibility because (a) a confirmatory award would not fall under the definition of arbitration, for the purposes of the NYCV, since arbitrators would not be settling any real substantive dispute; (b) there cannot be an ‘exequatur on an exequatur’; and (c) the confirmatory award would encroach on the foreign domestic courts which would otherwise have jurisdiction for the recognition and enforcement proceedings of the court judgment.117 Arbitration tribunals can typically convert any parties’ settlement agreements into arbitration awards, which are recognisable and enforceable under the NYCV, but such possibility is provided in the applicable arbitration laws and arbitration rules themselves.

The ADGM and the Abu Dhabi Judicial Department have also signed an MoG for the reciprocal enforcement of judgments, so ADGM Courts may put an enforcement judge of the Abu Dhabi Judicial Department in charge of enforcing ADGM Court judgments outside the ADGM. Alternatively, a judgment creditor may apply directly to the Abu Dhabi Judicial Department (ADJD) for the enforcement of ADGM Court judgments within Abu Dhabi.118 With respect to judgments from other UAE emirates, recognition within the ADGM is granted only if a previous agreement or MoG has been signed.119

Concerning the recognition and enforcement of foreign judgments and foreign arbitral awards within the ADGM, the ADGM Courts will recognise and enforce such judgments and awards in accordance with treaties entered into by the UAE, as well as in accordance with its own internal procedural law.120 Where judgments originate from countries that are not a party to a relevant treaty, the Chief Justice of the ADGM, after consultation with the Chairman of the Board of the ADGM, and after being satisfied that substantial reciprocity of treatment will be accorded, will order that such foreign courts be treated as ‘recognised foreign courts’, so that their money judgments – excluding tax payments or penalties – can be enforced within the ADGM.

The foreign judgment or foreign order for interim payment must be final and conclusive ‘notwithstanding that an appeal may be pending against it, or that it may still be subject to appeal, in the courts of the country of the original court’. Registration of the foreign judgments at the ADGM Courts must be effected within six years of the date of the judgment.

The ADGM Court will not re-examine the merits of the case and can only refuse recognition on very limited grounds: if the foreign judgment has been wholly or partially satisfied (partial enforcement is also possible);

111. Art. 7.3 DIFC Judicial Authority Law.
114. The UAE has entered into a number of multilateral treaties such as the GCC Convention of 1996, the Riyadh Convention of 1983 and bilateral treaties with Tunisia, France, Egypt, China and Kazakhstan.
115. DIFC Courts Enforcement Guide 2018, paras. 61 et seq.
117. Alustath, above n. 38, at 172-73.
120. Rule 170 et seq, ADGM Court Regulations.
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if the judgment could not be enforced in the country of origin; if the original court had no jurisdiction; if the debtor was not duly served; if the judgment was obtained by fraud; if the rights under the judgment are not vested in the person by whom the application for registration was made; if the judgment is contrary to the public policy of the ADGM or of Abu Dhabi; or if the subject matter of the case has also been the object of a final judgment of another court having jurisdiction over the matter.\textsuperscript{121}

For the purposes of denial of recognition on the grounds of lack of jurisdiction, the foreign court of origin will be deemed to have jurisdiction in the following cases: (a) in actions \textit{in personam}, if the debtor voluntarily appeared in the proceedings or was the claimant or counter-claimant; if the debtor was a resident in or, if it is a legal entity, was registered under the laws of the forum; or if the debtor had an office or place of business in the forum and the proceedings dealt with a transaction effected through that office or place; (b) in actions \textit{in rem} for immovable or movable property, jurisdiction is also deemed to have existed if the property was situated in the forum at the time of the proceedings; (c) in any other cases where the laws and regulations of the ADGM expressly recognise the jurisdiction of the rendering court. If there is an appeal pending against the foreign judgment, the ADGM Court has the discretion to set aside the registration for recognition or to stay the application for setting aside.\textsuperscript{122}

The QFC internal regulations establish that judgments and orders of the QFC Courts are judgments or orders of the courts of Qatar and therefore ‘capable of enforcement and execution by the courts of Qatar as would be a judgment or order of any other Qatar court’.\textsuperscript{123} The authorities of Qatar must provide as much cooperation to QFC Courts as it is necessary for enforcement. However, the QFC Court rules add that a QFC enforcement judge will be ‘primarily responsible for the enforcement of the Court’s judgments, decisions and orders’. Application for enforcement of QFC judgments must be made primarily to this enforcement judge, who can enforce it by the levy of fines, orders and also by referring the matter to the relevant competent agency or authority of Qatar, in which case a translation into Arabic is required.

There are no specific provisions concerning recognition of QFC judgments in other UAE emirates or abroad, or about the recognition of foreign judgments and judgments from other domestic courts of the UAE within the QFC. However, the reference to QFC judgments as domestic judgments of Qatar may imply that the former profit from all the advantages of being Qatari judgments and, vice versa, that QFC Courts must recognise foreign judgments on the same terms that Qatar courts do.

9 Powers of the Courts and International Judicial Cooperation

The courts of these financial centres can produce orders with respect to detention, custody, inspection, sale or preservation of relevant property, access to buildings, freezing orders and search orders, orders for the production of documents and preservation of evidence, appointment of a receiver or trustee or ordering a party to deliver its passport and interim payments, among other things. The list of possible interim remedies and orders of the AIFC Court Rules, as well as the procedure to grant them, mirrors the corresponding list of the DIFC Court Rules.\textsuperscript{124}

The court rules of these centres also address the topic of international civil cooperation in different headings concerning applications for assistance from foreign requesting courts, including onshore courts of the host country but always for the purposes of civil proceedings that have already commenced or are about to commence.\textsuperscript{125} With an appropriate application supported by evidence, these courts can issue several types of orders concerning examination of witnesses, requiring witnesses to make a deposition, production of documents or inspection of property.

The ADGM Court rules also provide that witnesses can be compelled to attend the trial, even if such witnesses are not within the jurisdiction of the ADGM Court but in Abu Dhabi. For this purpose, the ADGM Court can appoint an examiner or commissioner to take the evidence ‘outside the jurisdiction’\textsuperscript{126} The ADGM Court rules also provide that ‘any person appointed by a court or other judicial authority of any foreign state shall have the power to administer oaths in the ADGM for the purpose of taking evidence for use in civil proceedings’.\textsuperscript{127}

10 The Relationship between the ‘Offshore’ Courts and the Arbitration Centres

Each of the four financial centres examined has established some sort of arbitration court or dispute resolution centre offering arbitration and/or mediation services as an alternative to its own offshore litigation system.\textsuperscript{128} Such institutions function independently and

\textsuperscript{121} Rule 173 and 175, ADGM Court Regulations.
\textsuperscript{122} Rule 175 ADGM Court Regulations.
\textsuperscript{123} Art. 34, QFC Court Rules.
\textsuperscript{124} See Part 25 DIFC Court Rules; Part 15 AIFC Court Rules.
\textsuperscript{125} Art. 74 et seq. ADGM Court Regulations and Rule 18.62 et seq. AIFC Court Rules.
\textsuperscript{126} Arts. 40 and 77 ADGM Court Regulations.
\textsuperscript{127} Art. 77 ADGM Courts Regulations.
\textsuperscript{128} Art. 8 DIFC Law; Art. 14 AIFC Constitutional Statute; Art. 48 et seq. AIFC Arbitration Regulations of 2017; Law 2 of 2017 Promulgating the Civil and Commercial Arbitration Law of the QICDRC.
possess their own legal personality, their own budget and their own internal boards of trustees, chairperson and chief executive. As in the case of the courts, world-renowned experts from common law jurisdictions have been appointed to those management and supervisory bodies. In some cases, each centre has established its arbitration mechanism through some sort of partnership with another, more experienced arbitration institution: the LCIA – in the case of the DIFC – and the ICC – in the case of the ADGM. However, the ADGM Arbitration Centre provides only certain services for arbitration hearings and is not a full-fledged arbitration institution that manages and oversees arbitration proceedings. These arbitration mechanisms are independent of any other arbitration institution that may already exist in the host country and their arbitration laws, and rules are also different. The arbitration laws of the AIFC, ADGM and QFC expressly indicate that the arbitration legislation of their host country does not apply within the respective financial centre.

The laws of the four financial centres provide for the enforcement – within the centre or within the host country – of arbitral awards made within each centre, as if they were judgments of the offshore Courts. For this purpose, the DIFC and AIFC courts may enter judgment in the terms of the award. Conversely, within the AIFC and in accordance with the domestic laws of Kazakhstan, the AIFC Courts must recognise and enforce the awards made under the rules of other arbitration institutions of Kazakhstan.

Awards made by the arbitration tribunals of these centres can be set aside in accordance with their own laws or regulations. The only grounds for setting aside offshore arbitral awards are those of the UNCITRAL Model Law, but any references to domestic laws are references to the law of the centre, whereas references to a conflict with public policy are references to the public policy of the host country.

Concerning appeals against IAC arbitral awards, although the AIFC Court rules provide that AIFC awards will be enforced in Kazakhstan in the same way as AIFC Court judgments, the AIFC Constitutional Statute mentions that such awards are to be enforced in the same way, and on the same terms as, arbitration awards issued by arbitration institutions in the Republic of Kazakhstan. This apparent contradiction may have concerned some local practitioners, who fear that the domestic courts of this country may operate as appeal courts with respect to arbitration awards, as it happened in the past. In accordance with their own procedural rules, the offshore courts may also enforce interim measures adopted by arbitration tribunals, as well as assist in the taking of evidence, for instance, by issuing witness summons.

The offshore courts themselves, in accordance with each centre's internal norms and regulations, recognise foreign arbitral awards within each financial centre. The grounds for refusal of recognition usually mirror those of the NYCV. However, in the cases of the DIFC and the AIFC, if Dubai or Kazakhstan are parties to an applicable treaty on recognition, that treaty will take precedence over the arbitration laws of these two financial centres and over their internal rules on recognition.

### 11 Independence and Management of the Courts. Appointment and Removal of Judges

The success of any adjudicatory mechanism may depend on its funding and independence. A good way to test the independence of the courts under study may be to analyse the process of appointing, disciplining and removing judges (especially Chief Justices, given their key role in the management of the courts), court registrars and heads of arbitration centres. It is also important to analyse their financial independence and the process whereby the budget and annual financial statements are prepared and submitted to the authorities of the host country.

The laws and regulations of these courts also provide for some sort of immunity from liability for their judges. Another way that independence and
process is guaranteed by ensuring the publicity of court proceedings.\(^{143}\) The Chief Justice of the AIFC Court and the remaining judges are appointed and removed by the President of the Republic of Kazakhstan on the recommendation of the Governor of the AIFC, who is also appointed and removed by the President himself.\(^{144}\) The appointment of AIFC judges, other than the Chief Justice, is made in consultation with the latter. Removal of AIFC judges is possible in case of ill health, bankruptcy, criminal offence or serious misconduct, as it is also the case of the QFC. The AIFC provisions may add a measure of independence in this process of removal because its Chief Justice can establish a procedure of investigation to determine allegations of misconduct.\(^{145}\) The DIFC’s Chief Justice and other judges are directly appointed by the sovereign of Dubai,\(^{146}\) whereas in the case of the remaining courts the appointment process is done in consultation with other authorities, which may add a degree of independence. For instance, the Chief Justice of the ADGM Courts is appointed by the Board of Directors of this centre,\(^{147}\) which is made up of no less than five members appointed by the Executive Council of Abu Dhabi, an advisory body to the Ruler of the Emirate, made up of members of different government departments and other local authorities. The remaining judges of the ADGM Courts are appointed by the ADGM Board but based on proposals made by the Chief Justice. The Chairmen and judges of the QFC Regulatory Tribunal and of its Civil and Commercial Court are appointed by the Council of Ministers of Qatar. They are removed by this same body in case of ill health, bankruptcy, criminal offence or serious misconduct.\(^{148}\)

The AIFC has its own budget, but there is also a reference to the transfer of funds to the AIFC Courts ‘in accordance with the budget legislation of the Republic of Kazakhstan’.\(^{149}\) The Dispute Resolution Authority of the DIFC also has an independent budget that includes the Courts’ budget.\(^{150}\) Such budgetary independence is also the case for the ADGM.\(^{151}\) The QFC Courts also have an independent budget, but, in this case, the budget laws of the Emirate are not applicable.\(^{152}\) The Chief Justices of these offshore courts are commonly in charge of preparing the budget of the court, as well as the annual financial accounts. Final approval of the courts’ budget lies solely with a governmental body – in the case of the DIFC, ADGM and QFC – or with the centre’s authorities – in the case of the AIFC. Remuneration of judges is typically entrusted to the same authorities or bodies that are competent for their appointment and removal. In the case of the AIFC, such remuneration cannot be reduced while the judges are in office.\(^{153}\) In countries with significant currency rate fluctuations – such as Kazakhstan – paying foreign judges in a hard currency, rather than in the local tenge, is an additional working benefit. However, as in the case of Kazakhstan, the domestic employment legislation may generally prohibit this, without specific legislation.

Chief Justices have other important functions, such as the appointment of registrars, execution judges and other officials and personnel of the courts, their day-to-day management and supervision, creating, or recommending the creation of, special court divisions and, in some cases, approving or providing advice in the making of court rules and other internal norms.

The number of judges employed may also be an important guarantee of efficiency. Nevertheless, sometimes there are only vague references to an amount that is ‘sufficient to deal expeditiously with the cases pending before the Court’, in the case of the AIFC.\(^{154}\) There are also flexible requirements concerning the term for which judges are appointed, as well as for their renewal, the good character conditions necessary for appointment, English language skills, age limits and their knowledge and experience or qualifications in the law of a common law jurisdiction. Judges are also typically allowed to hold office in other jurisdictions at the same time that they are members of the courts of these financial centres.\(^{155}\)

12 Conclusions

OFCs that also offer dispute resolution services have become increasingly common in jurisdictions eager to attract foreign investors and whose legal and judiciary systems are either defective or not attractive enough for those same future investors and for their legal advisors. However, it is fair to ask whether the effort of implementing such mechanisms would not be better invested in ordinary legal and judicial reforms for the whole country and whether these initiatives fit well into their complicated constitutional law systems, which still have some way to go in terms of their democratic deficit, separation of powers and respect for the rule of law. Where lawyers and businessmen usually trust the domestic court system, it may be more practical to just open English-speaking sections of ordinary commercial courts, with broad rights of audience for foreign lawyers, as is done in some European and South-East Asian jurisdictions.

AIFC law really tries to insulate its activities and its Participants from the rest of the country, but it may not

---
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attract enough trust if there is uncertainty concerning its interpretation or concerning the relationship with onshore domestic courts. Contrary to the DIFC, where the UAE Federal Supreme Court and the Dubai Supreme Court have a coordinating role, the AIFC Court is expressly excluded from the domestic judicial system of Kazakhstan, so it remains to be seen if the Supreme Court of this country will properly assume that coordinating role on the basis of the constitutional nature of the AIFC’s founding legislation. In this regard, one of the tasks assumed by the International Council of the Supreme Court of the Republic of Kazakhstan is to interact with the AIFC Court. The AIFC Court is also very actively reaching out to the legal and academic world of the country.

This degree of uncertainty may worry those Kazakhstan law firms that now have to advise their clients on the inclusion of choice of court and arbitration clauses providing for the jurisdiction of the AIFC Court and IAC, in any contracts presently being drafted and negotiated. Nevertheless, these offshore courts may yet prove to be a powerful tool that will in time drag the entire legal and judicial system of the country behind if there are good relations between the offshore and the onshore institutions. If such relations are harmonious and local courts do not see these new courts as ‘uninvited guests’, there could be very good reciprocal influences. If, on the other hand, local courts show themselves too jealous of their own jurisdiction, there could be complications.

The criticism that is sometimes made of international commercial and investment arbitration for being opaque and unaccountable may be unfair here because the rules of these new offshore courts seem to guarantee publicity and are under the guardianship of sovereign nations. However, it remains to be seen whether another common criticism – the elitism of international arbitration, to which only sophisticated parties have access – can also be made of these courts. That most disputes at the DIFC are employment related may point in the opposite direction.

Courts staffed by English judges who apply English law sound like a good idea for the business community at large, especially in Persian Gulf countries, which have had a long relationship with the UK. Given the cosmopolitan population of the UAE and Qatar, it may have come as a relief for ‘expats’ to have English-speaking courts at their disposal, although it may also strengthen the Anglo-Saxon cultural grip on the world.

However, the foreign, English-speaking population of Kazakhstan is much smaller, and it remains to be seen how many foreign companies are lured by the calls of the charismatic President Nazarbayev, who continues to be an influential figure, despite his resignation last March. Some fear that this will be just another bluff, like the failed Almaty Financial District, where a bunch of people will again profit from the public funding devoted to this new ambitious project. The procedural advantages of English-style litigation – such as discovery and the precedent system – may add to the attractiveness of these mechanisms but may be seen as discriminatory for potential litigants from the rest of the host country, who may not be able to afford to establish themselves within this new financial centre or voluntarily submit to its jurisdiction.

Offshore courts of OFCs are in practice ‘jurisdictions of refuge’ and, for many practical purposes, ‘jurisdictions within jurisdictions’. They may provide another example of the flight from state justice, akin to arbitration, to be studied by the theories of delocalisation. Offshore courts and international business courts may show how the postmodern state is increasingly abandoning the rationalistic, egalitarian Napoleonic tenets of nineteenth-century justice and inadvertently moving back to the more interesting but more chaotic distribution of powers of Medieval Europe.

156. Art. 4.1 AIFC Constitutional Statute.
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